Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 7-21-13
Well we are just over half way through the summer season with another six weeks to go until the end of August. Many
of you feel that 15th of August means relief and if you have not lost turf by then, you will be good for the rest of the year.
This week was the first test and it seems like many of you came through. It is the first however and it does mean that the
roots which looked excellent 3 weeks ago are not a happy bunch right now and probably have retracted dramatically.
That being the case despite the cool weather predicted early next week, trying to get oxygen down in the hot soil is the
best thing you can do early next week. Many people I have talked to this week have cut back on a lot of things, whether
its top dressing, raising mowing heights or growth regulation. The understanding is that grass is not recovering as
quickly, and pushing turf harder will lead to problems is clear.
This week mangers dealt with turf issues but I’m sure many of you were also cognizant of people issues.
A few tips from OSHA ahead of the next heat period we may run into include:










Provide a lot of cool water to workers close to the work area. At least one pint of water per hour is needed
Schedule frequent rest periods with water breaks in shaded or air-conditioned areas.
Routinely check workers who are at risk of heat stress due to protective clothing and high temperature.
Consider protective clothing that provides cooling
Know signs/symptoms of heat illnesses; monitor yourself; use a buddy system.
Block out direct sun and other heat sources.
Drink plenty of fluids. Drink often and BEFORE you are thirsty. Drink water every 15 minutes.
Avoid beverages containing alcohol or caffeine.
Wear lightweight, light colored, loose-fitting clothes.

What to do when a Worker is Ill from the Heat:
 Call a supervisor for help. If the supervisor is not available, call 911.
 Have someone stay with the worker until help arrives.
 Move the worker to a cooler/shaded area.
 Remove outer clothing.
 Fan and mist the worker with water; apply ice (ice bags or ice towels).
 Provide cool drinking water, if able to drink.
 IF THE WORKER IS NOT ALERT or seems confused, this may be a heat stroke. CALL 911 IMMEDIATELY and apply
ice as soon as possible.
Climate:
This week was the first test for many of us with the extremes in heat and humidity. It was also a tough week in how the
weather switched. For the most part we had high humidity through the early part of the week getting to Thursday night

and early on Friday AM – however that changed rapidly and many guys were chasing turf hard with hoses trying to stay
on top of water loss via the stomates which were wide open losing water according to Tom Skilling. For the most part he
was correct and this would have left many of us in a quandary as it was tough to balance the heat and humid weather
with a sudden change to hot dry winds – and the lakeshore courses felt the problem as well for a change! Fortunately
we have hit the break in temperatures and the weather cooling down is a welcome relief.
Rainfall in the early part of the week varied and some areas were hit or miss. Sunshine Course had some precipitation
through the week in the evenings as the heat built up (Figure 1) although other areas didn’t see any rain events. The
storms brought varying amounts of rainfall as they rolled through on the Friday night as well, with reports of anything
from 0.1” to 0.4” coming through.
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Figure 1. Precipitation for July 2013 at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL
We went through many days of high light intensity this week and the comment I heard was the bentgrass is sitting there
and the Poa is not happy – and in light of my genetics – I tend to believe I’m similar to Poa in my disposition. That being
the case I tend to lose water rapidly and dehydrate but this week it was tough – the humidity held water in plants for the
most part but turf was hot due to the light levels (Figure 2) and Poa checking out was a result. The heat on the canopy
still existed on Friday and measured values ranged from 94 °F on turf to 122 °F on paved surfaces – funnily enough
artificial turf was around the 122 °F mark as well…… It was a very difficult situation to be in as managers were caught
between watering and creating disease issues or staying dry and having high light and heat doing physiological damage.
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Figure 2. Daily light integral values for July 2013 at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL

Temperatures, both air and soil were uncomfortably hot this week and the night time temperatures were equally
difficult with some of the low air temperatures staying in the 70’s in Lemont (Figure 3). Soil temperatures worryingly
returned back to creeping upwards and roots rapidly followed in the rootzone particularly with Poa annua plants.
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Figure 3. High/low air temperatures and average soil temperatures July, 2013 at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL
Of course humidity was high this week (Figure 4) and as said already it was a tough balancing act. The main upside to
this week however was that it actually was a little too hot for dollar spot! It was everything else that was causing a
problem!
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Figure 4. Average daily humidity July 2013 at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL
The prolonged levels of humidity above 90 percent which would push leaf moisture periods excessively higher was not
as extreme as the week before however it does not mean that there was no issues with it. Thursday in particular did
blow up and many places were trying to dry guttation water off surfaces prior to Fridays weather flip (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Total daily hours above 90% humidity, July 2013, at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL.
This week, thanks to Mr. A. Morris at Peoria C.C. we have been able to begin to add in weather information from Central
Illinois. I hope this helps, there are certain limitations of course but it will help you to get a rough idea on some of the
issues you have seen this week. We will continue to run this with the scouting reports until you tell me otherwise!
Interestingly the station at Peoria measures evapotranspiration which is excellent from the perspective of how much
water you should apply to replace water lost from transpirational cooling that the plants carry out on a daily basis. – It’s
a nice tool to have every morning.
Temperatures were consistently topping off in the nineties all week in central Illinois (Figure 6), and I’m sure people
were suffering as a result, with backing off being the statement of the month regarding turf and greens management.
Also at this stage, mowing roughs may not be much use as there is limited growth unless you have warm season grasses
which in that case will be in all likelihood jumping out of the ground. We will endeavor to get soil temperatures as well
going forward.
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Figure 6. Maximum and minimum air temperatures July 2013, Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL.
Coinciding with the high temperatures were relatively consistent values related to water loss from the turfgrass plants
(Figure 7). However, there was a decline in evapotranspiration (ET) later in the week as humidity in the air really built up.
While we don’t have ET data for Friday I would expect that there was an extreme jump on the day and we will see that
next week. . Humidity varied as the week went on and again next week’s data will presumably show a sudden decrease
on the Friday and it will be an issue which is very different for managers further south in the state going forward.

The large land mass which is relatively unaffected by water courses will be prone to extremes and leave managers
predisposed to rapidly developing problems. This week’s humidity however sat at around 66% on average (Figure 7). The
early part of the week had lower humidity but then increased and this pared well with the ET data which decreased at
the same time. This is also a way to manage your watering regime – particularly in the afternoons on the humid days.
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Figure 7. Daily evapotranspiration rates and % relative humidity July 2013, at Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL.
Rainfall for the period was limited and only .06 inches were measured (Figure 8) – thus water was needed in central
Illinois to match the total amount of water lost as shown in figure 7 (1.4 inches) to add to the precipitation for the week
(0.06 inches) in figure 8 – this is how you can use ET to look at your irrigation practices. Research generally tells us that
replacing 70-80% of what is lost is a good way to manage turf and avoid building up too much soil moisture
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Figure 8. Daily rainfall events July 2013, at Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL.
Disease:
This week the diseases got instantly more ‘colorful’. The dollar spot actually dissipated as it doesn’t like conditions which
are too hot; however Pythium was reported in many places (Picture 1) north and south of the city and managers were
having to be very careful to not over water for fear of creating a problem.

E Nangle 7-18-13
Picture 1. Pythium and spider mite webs combined on a golf course, Chicago, IL.
Brown patch was also alive and well where control had not been applied and actually on Sunshine Course on one of our
trials – brown patch was happily co habiting with dollar spot damage in an untreated plot (Picture 2).

E Nangle 7-19-13
Picture 2. Brown patch and dollar spot combined Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL

No reports of summer patch have come in yet (Picture 3), but I expect to happen. Also – this time of year rough
bluegrass Poa trivalis will take a trip up the creek without a paddle. That being a possibility, be careful in your diagnosis.
Remember the following about bluegrasses – folded vernation and boat shaped leaf tip. Rough bluegrass also has
stolons and also a ligule which may help you distinguish it. Also, if it’s a perennial problem in the same spot as well as
having an apple green color in the spring then temperature and not disease is the problem. Some anthracnose issues
have popped up but again most managers seem to have the situation under control with preventative contacts working
well. If you get into a curative situation remember that systemic fungicides are the only way to go. Cultural practices
including core aerification, dethatching, topdressing, use of light weight equipment including mowers, increased
nitrogen fertilization (but not excessive), and sufficient irrigation to prevent drought stress early in the year are
effective.

E Nangle 7-13-13
Picture 3. Possible rings showing up with summer patch, Sunshine Course, Lemont IL.
Fairy ring (Picture 4) on dry areas and low nitrogen areas had begun to pop up, remember wetting agents and poking a
hole will help. If the situation does go past just being off color then an application of flutolanil may be required.

E Nangle 7-19-13
Picture 4. Fairy ring (Dark green line) showing up on a golf course in Chicago
Insects:
This week reports of cutworms have come in and so a treatment may be required for surface feeding insects. As the
banner picture shows, pheromone traps are also full of Japanese beetle (Picture 5 – the beetle was actually trying to dig
in to the rootzone as we looked at it!) and the damage is really starting to show up on trees in particular. Nothing else
has been reported other than the cutworms have been reported yet. Preventative applications seem to have worked.
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Picture 4. Japanese beetle trying to find a spot to lay eggs on a Chicago Golf Course.
Weeds:
This week I noticed the emergence of some other broad leaf weeds in places on courses. Control may be starting to run
out and so spot treatments for spurge Chamaesyce maculata (L.) Small and chickweed Stellaria media may be required.
Also around areas that are wet, sedge has started to pop up and so it will be up to you whether or not you think control
is required. They tend to show up around sprinkler heads and wet areas so if it’s a traditional problem check your
coverage and also watch your sprinkler head turning and timing.
Management strategy:
This week has had the question arise in many situations, how do I alleviate stress on my turf? Simple stuff, including
raising the mowing height, alternating mowing and rolling, not getting too dry or wet, ensuring the plant is growing and
not under heavy regulation to aid recovery and understanding that at this time of the year roots are coming up and not
going down at a rapid rate are of course important.
There are some other things which I am considering such as nutrition and where we are with it. Our macronutrients are
nitrogen (N) phosphorous (P) and potassium (K). I would like to talk a little about K this week as it seems that some of
the soil analyses have been low in K. There is of course an understanding on my end that the samples were taken in
spring and with K being very mobile, rainfall will have impacted those values. Potassium as a macronutrient is
considered important in many ways; it makes up between 1.0 and 2.5% of the plants dry weight and is involved in over
70 enzymes which are used in the synthesis of proteins, sugars and starch. It is also considered vital in maintaining
turgor pressure (Cells maintain water inside the cell wall and help the plant stay upright and in better condition), which
then leads to benefits from drought tolerance, cold hardiness, and disease resistance of turfgrasses. Low levels of
potassium in turf can lead to increased vulnerability to drought, winter injury, and disease. Wear tolerance due to
reductions in total cell wall content and greater shoot density have also been noted in warm season grasses.
In general heavy, clay type soils tend to be able to retain the K+ ion which is what is available to plants but sandy soils
will lose it rapidly. The issue for a vast majority is that while you are on a clay soil somewhere in the profile – topdressing
has put sand down to a depth of at least 4 inches over the years (good thing!), but your roots right now on average have
been 1-2 inches – therefore while soil analysis may come back higher / sufficient in K the plant may not be getting it.

Its value at this time of the year may be underrated and while rainfall will flush it through soil easily you will not create a
toxic issue for humans or aquatic life with this occurring. Consider checking your soils and possibly a 1:1 ratio with N is a
number to work with. It can be supplied to turf in an inorganic or organic form but in general potassium sulfate and
potassium chloride are the most commonly applied forms.
Research:
We are embarking on a slow release fertilizer / biosolid study this week in collaborating with Purdue University and The
Ohio State University. For the most part our plots have held up under the stress particularly dollar spot (Picture 4). I
would like to thank John Anderson and Nick Baker for their help this week with sourcing products for the project.
References used this week:
Trenholm, L.E., R.N. Carrow, and R.R. Duncan. 2001. Potassium for enhancement of turfgrass wear tolerance. Better
Crops 85 14-17.
http://www.ipni.net/ppiweb/bcrops.nsf/$webindex/C50814C408D4024685256A630073E820/$file/00-2p14.pdf
Landschoot, P. 2003. Turfgrass Fertilization: A basic guide for professional turfgrass managers. Pennsylvania State
University Cooperative Extension.
http://plantscience.psu.edu/research/centers/turf/extension/factsheets/turfgrass-fertilization.pdf/view
FINALLY!!!
Pic of the week – What caused this??

The league table didn’t move much this week – only two people worked out that the tines on a coring machine got a
stone jammed in them and the operator didn’t notice for two passes.
1 K. Sams
4
2 K. Goss
3
3 D. Davis
3
4 K. Peterson
3
5 J. Anderson
3
6 J. VerCautren
3
7 D. Groelle
2
8 B. Mcgargill
2
9 B. Bossert
2
10 T. White
2

Southern Illinois Superintendents will also find Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent bi-weekly report is in the link below dated 712-13 with some very good information on hunting billbug issues. Dr. Miller and many of the researchers are in China at
the International turfgrass society meetings and so there some should be some interesting tidbits coming back from
China next time around.

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update07_12_13.cfm

As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch
www.cdgaturf.org

